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Spotlight

OUR #STATELESSKIDS CAMPAIGN – OVER 22,000 PEOPLE JOIN THE 
CALL TO END CHILDHOOD STATELESSNESS

November was an intensely busy month. Not only did we hand over the final 

#StatelessKids petition to the EU Parliament and the Parliamentary Assembly of the 

Council of Europe at an event in Strasbourg, but our members organised a number of 

satellite events in Italy, Poland, Slovenia, France, UK, Albania, Macedonia and Serbia, 

thus concluding their national level advocacy work.

In addition to the events, ENS members with support from the Youth Ambassadors 

organised a range of other campaign activities: teaching in schools, running exhibitions, 

organising meetings, influencing key national stakeholders, producing videos and 

information campaigns, and building new alliances to continue their work into 2017.

#StatelessKids video made by ENS Youth Ambassadors in Slovenia. 

ENS Interview: Tackling childhood statelessness in 
Serbia

ENS caught up with Ivanka Kostić, Executive Director of Praxis and ENS trustee, as well 

as Dijana Dacković and Ivana Radojković, two ENS youth ambassadors who've been 

working tirelessly on the #StatelessKids campaign.

See other #StatelessKids campaign highlights from across Europe >



Serbia was one of seven priority countries for the #StatelessKids campaign where ENS 

worked in partnership with our members to raise awareness and promote measures to 

ensure that children can realise their right to a nationality.

We spoke to Ivanka, Dijana and Ivana about the #Statlesskids campaign successes, 

challenges and their future plans for national level work.

"We wanted young people to be aware that children at risk of statelessness exist in 

their close surroundings, that they probably see them on the streets and maybe even 

know some of them."  -- Dijana and Ivana, ENS Youth Ambassadors

What's the main issue in Serbia (and 

the Balkan region) when it comes to 

childhood statelessness? 

Ivanka Kostić: Actually, statelessness is 

an issue Serbia made big improvements 

in addressing following nearly 10 years of 

intensive advocacy by civil society 

organisations and international agencies. 

Past legislative changes and better 

practices have helped both to prevent new 

cases of statelessness and to find 

solutions for persons who have been living 

without citizenship or proof of citizenship 

for many years. Despite this, some 

important gaps both in legislation and 

practice remain, and must be addressed if 

we are to fully solve the issue of 

statelessness. In particular, in order to 

prevent childhood statelessness and to 

fulfill obligations stemming from Serbia’s 

international obligations and its 

constitution, it is necessary to ensure that 

every child is registered immediately at 

birth without discrimination and regardless 

of his/her parents’ status. According to the 

Serbian rules and regulations, a child of 

undocumented parents cannot be 

registered until his/her parents (or at least 

the mother), regulate their status and 

obtain documents. As a result, both the 

registration of children and the safeguards 

against statelessness are dependent on 

the parents’ status. Although Serbian 

officials on a number of occasions 

systematic way. Legislative changes are 

also still needed in this field.

What activities did you prioritise under 

the #StatelessKids campaign banner 

and what do you see as the biggest 

success of the campaign? 

Dijana Dacković and Ivana Radojković:

We focused on raising awareness about 

statelessness among the young people in 

Belgrade through informal meetings. 

Because we organized meetings in 

partnership with Youth Offices in 

Belgrade, which are part of local 

authorities, we managed not only to talk to 

young people about the issue, but also to 

involve representatives of local authorities 

to participate in our meetings, which might 

be the most significant achievement of our 

campaign. Also, one of our big 

accomplishments is that we distributed 

around 500 postcards to Law Faculty 

students on the European Law Students 

Association Day. This meant reaching out 

to a large group of young people, in this 

case future lawyers, who are as a result 

more knowledgeable and might take up 

dealing with this issue in the future.

Ivanka: Being used to targeting mostly 

policy makers, we see effective 

engagement of young people, who didn’t 

know anything about statelessness 

before, as the biggest success of the 

campaign. Their response, their empathy 



announced that the introduction of 

electronic procedures for data and 

document exchange between civil 

registrars and other authorities involved in 

the birth registration procedure would 

ensure improved cooperation, and more 

importantly, the lawful and effective 

exercise of the right to birth registration 

within the stipulated time limit, this 

remains to be implemented in a

and the willingness to sign the 

#StatelessKids petition as a way to take 

part in the campaign was particularly 

encouraging. I was also pleasantly 

surprised to see that the media was 

interested in the issue and covered our 

actions and activities during the campaign.

READ THE FULL INTERVIEW >>

Latest updates

ENS Advisory Committee meets in 
Budapest

Seventeen ENS members got together in 

Budapest for a three-day meeting and 

advanced training workshop. It provided 

an opportunity to review the progress 

made on addressing statelessness and to 

share experience from across Europe, as 

well as to plan new activities. The meeting 

was followed by a conference on 

managing and identifying statelessness

organised by the European Migration 

Network and supported by ENS.

Bulgaria introduces a 
statelessness determination 
procedure

On 2 December 2016 the Bulgarian 

parliament at a final second reading 

adopted the introduction of a 

statelessness determination procedure in 

national law. You can read a short 

analysis by our Bulgarian member FAR. 

Ahead of the introduction ENS Advisory 

Committee member, Cynthia Orchard 

from Asylum Aid, delivered a presentation 

on "Establishing Statelessness 

Determination Procedures – Key 

Elements and International Standards" 

while representing ENS at a conference 

organised by UNHCR in Bulgaria which 

We are recruiting a Research & 
Policy Coordinator

We are looking to recruit a Research & 

Policy Coordinator to help lead our pan-

regional research, policy development and 

training activities. This is an exciting 

opportunity for a candidate who wishes to 

play a key role in the next phase of ENS’s 

development and support strengthening 

the often unheard voices of stateless 

persons in Europe, and to advocate for full 

respect of their human rights. You can find 

the full job description, person 

specification and how to apply on our 

website.

ENS publishes three new reports 
on arbitrary detention

We've published new research mapping 

the scope and use of immigration 

detention in Ukraine, UK and Bulgaria. 

The UK and Bulgaria reports received 

extensive coverage and involved launch 

events with presentation of main findings. 

The official launch in Ukraine is taking 

place on 21 December. We've also put out 

a call for contributions and a save the date 

for a regional ENS conference in 

Budapest we're organising on 4-5 May to 

launch a new comparative report as well 



came at a critical moment, when the 

Bulgarian Parliament was considering new 

legislation.

ENS Youth Ambassador speaks at 
the second anniversary of the 
#iBelong campaign

On 27 October the UN High 

Commissioner for Refugees 

commemorated the second anniversary of 

the #IBelong Campaign to end 

statelessness at the UNHCR 

Headquarters in Geneva. Our Youth 

Ambassador, Ivan Kochovski was one of 

four speakers and spoke about youth 

engagement and the important work ENS 

Youth Ambassadors have been doing 

across Europe to help end childhood 

statelessness.

Important victory for stateless 
children born in Norway

The Norwegian Ministry of Justice has 

issued a new instruction to the 

immigration authorities to align their 

practice with Norway’s international 

obligations – taking an important step 

towards ensuring that no child born in 

Norway remains stateless. This positive 

step follows advocacy efforts made by the 

UNHCR and the Norwegian organization 

for Asylum Seekers (NOAS), with support 

provided by the European Network on 

Statelessness and the Institute on 

Statelessness and Inclusion.

as to provide a platform for concerted 

Europe-wide advocacy aimed at 

protecting stateless persons from arbitrary 

detention. 

Council of Europe and European 
Parliament join forces to plan 
future actions to end childhood 
statelessness

At an event in the European Parliament 

organised by ENS, the Council of Europe 

and European Parliament members 

pledged to increase cooperation and 

redouble their efforts to end childhood 

statelessness. At the event ENS 

presented the final #StatelessKids petition

which received over 22,000 signatures in 

only 5 months, showing great public 

support for more action.

Proposal for legislation on 
statelessness in the Netherlands

The Dutch government published a 

proposal for a legislative package of 

amendments on statelessness. ENS and 

ASKV/Refugee Support submitted a 

Consultation submission on the proposed 

statute law, which points to the highly 

problematic aspects of the proposal and 

calls on the Ministry of Security and 

Justice to revise the draft law in line with 

the main recommendations made in the 

submission.

Upcoming events

• 18 January 2017 (Brussels) - EMN, UNHCR & ENS conference "Addressing 

Statelessness in the European Union, One year on from the adoption of European 

Council Conclusions"

• 4-5 May 2017 (Budapest) - ENS conference: "Protecting Stateless Persons from 

Arbitrary Detention" (includes a call for proposals - deadline 23 January)



Recent publications

• Protecting Stateless Persons from Arbitrary Detention in Ukraine – New report, part 

of the ENS detention series, reveals that prevention of arbitrary detention of 

stateless persons in Ukraine requires various interrelated overhauls to the system.

• Protecting Stateless Persons from Arbitrary Detention in Bulgaria – New ENS report 

shows how individuals, despite their cooperation with Bulgarian authorities, fall 

between the cracks, and end in immigration detention.

• Protecting Stateless Persons from Arbitrary Detention in the United Kingdom – New 

ENS report, is the fourth in a series of country reports highlighting the gaps and 

raising awareness about the extent of the issue and impact on stateless people.

• Consultation submission on the proposed statute law for a statelessness 

determination procedure in the Netherlands  - Joint submission by ASKV/Refugee 

Support and the European Network on Statelessness as part of the consultation to 

the proposed statute law for a statelessness determination procedure by the Ministry 

of Security and Justice in the Netherlands.

• A series of ENS infographics on childhood statelessness part of #StatelessKids 

campaign: Birth registration and statelessness, Why do children become stateless?

and What does it mean to be stateless?

• Joint Submission to the Human Rights Council at the 27th Session of the Universal 

Periodic Review - The Netherlands - UPR submission in relation to statelessness in 

the Netherlands by Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion, ASKV Refugee 

Support, European Network on Statelessness and Defence for Children - The 

Netherlands.

• Joint Submission to the Human Rights Council at the 27th Session of the Universal 

Periodic Review - United Kingdom – UPR submission in relation to statelessness in 

the UK by Migrants Resource Centre, University of Liverpool Law Clinic, European 

Network on Statelessness and Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion.

• Mapping Statelessness in Lithuania – UNHCR study provides an overview and 

analysis of the numbers and basic existing legislation and procedures related to 

statelessness 

• Statelessness and Applications for Leave to Remain: A Best Practice Guide - joint 

publication by Liverpool Law Clinic and the Immigration Law Practitioners’ 

Association on UK’s procedure for granting statelessness leave to remain.

• Solving statelessness – New collection of essays edited by Laura Van Waas and 

Melanie Khanna on how to approach statelessness from a solutions perspective. 

• The Campaign to End Statelessness – October update on the UNHCR #iBelong 

campaign to end statelessness by 2024.

• Human Rights Watch submission to the CRC Committee on Estonia – HRW 

submission with information/recommendations on childhood statelessness in 

Estonia.

• How to Secure Legal Aid for Statelessness Applications – Post on Free Movement 

Blog by Cynthia Orchard on access to exceptional case funding available to legal 

advisors in the UK.

• Understanding Statelessness in the Syria Refugee Context - new report by the 

Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion and Norwegian Refugee Council also 

available as a practical online toolkit, designed to help organisations engaged in the 

refugee response to better understand statelessness.

• Nationality and Statelessness in the International Law of Refugee Status - new book 

by Eric Fripp on statelessness and the consequences of nationality (or the lack of it) 

for refugee status under the 1951 Refugee Convention.

• Statelessness and the refugee crisis in Europe – author Katalin Berényi argues that 

the European Union needs to issue a Directive on common standards for 

statelessness determination procedures.



Like receiving our updates?

Your support allows us to lead the efforts to increase the focus on 

statelessness and to translate this into tangible protection for those 

affected.

"Everyone has the right to a nationality"
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